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Chapter-I
Nature and scope of Tourist Attractions

Que 1: A) Choose the appropriate alternative from those give below
and rewrite the correct sentence
i)

ii)

Balewadi sports complex is situated at ---a) Nagpur

b) Pune

c) Kolhapur

d) Mumbai

‘House-Boat’ accommodation is a specialty of --- state
a) Kerala

b) Rajasthan

c) Jammu & Kashmir

d) Maharashtra

iii) Corbet National park is situated in -------- state
a) Uttaranchal

b) M. P.

c) Bihar

d) Assam

iv) Colungute is a famous beach in ------------- state

v)

a) Kerala

b) Tamilnadu

c) Goa

d) Orissa

Tourism is a trade business, so it is included in study of -------Geography
a) Physical

b) Economic

c) Environment

d) Population

vi) Tourism Geography is a ----------- science
a) Educational

b) Applied

c) Physical

d) Biological

vii) Tourism is an ---------- activity
a) Economic

b) physical

c) Educational

d) None of these

viii) Lonar, Chilka & Sambar lakes are the lakes of -----a) Fresh water

b) Saline water

c) Acid water

d) None of these

ix) Nasik & Nanded these pilgrim centers are situated at the
river………..
x)

--------- is the highest peck in Western Ghat in Maharashtra.
a) Kalsubai
c) Mahabaleshwar

b) Salher
d) Saptashrung

xi) Taj Mahal is situated at the bank of river ------a) Ganga

b) Tapi

c) Narmada

d) Yamuna

xii) Corbet National Park is situated in --------- state
a) Uttarakhand

b) M.P.

c) U.P.

d) Assam

xiii) Calangut is famous beach in ------- state
a) Kerala

b) Goa

c) Maharashtra

d) Karnataka

xiv) Dal lake is famous lake situated in ---------- state
a) Rajstan

b) J & K.

c) Punjab

d) Himachal Pradesh

xv) Raigad is a famous -------- in Maharashtra
a) Beach

b) fort

c) caves

d) dam

B) Write true false, if false rewrite the correct sentence
i)

Tourism is an economic activity

ii)

The concept tourism is related to the tour

iii) Tourism is an educational science
iv) Tourism Geography is a branch of Physical Geography
v)

Tourism is an unproductive business

vi) Chilka lake is situated in Orrisa state
vii) Sambar lake is situated in state of a Rajastan
viii) Pushkar famous lake is a situated in Maharashtra
ix) Vajreshwari hot spring is situated in Thane district
x)

Kanha National Park is a situated in M. P. state

xi) Kaziranga national park is famous for Lions
xii) Gir national park is famous for Tigers
xiii) Elephants mostly occur in north India
xiv) Jog water fall is situated in Rajasthan

C) Write answer in one sentence
i)

Define Tourism

ii)

What is Tourist?

iii) What is tourism?
iv) What is a hot spring?
v)

Varanasi pilgrim centre is situated at the river?

vi) Which is the river Rishikesh situated at?
vii) In which city Biwi ka magabara is situated?
viii) Give a name of one famous waterfall in India
ix) Which is the famous beach in Chennai?
x)

Which is highest peck in Maharashtra?

xi) Give famous bird sanctuaries in Rajasthan?
xii) Give a name of National park in Maharashtra?
xiii) In which districts is Toranmal hill station is situated at?
xiv) Give a arcalogical sites of India

Que 2: Write a short answer
i)

Explain in brief the role of geography in tourism

ii)

Explain in brief the importance of tourism

iii) Give in detail the scope of tourism
iv) Travel & Tourism as basic needs of Man’—Explain
v)

Explain the nature of Tourism

vi) Describe the characteristics of Tourism
vii) Give name of any two famous waterfalls in India
viii) Give name of any two famous beaches of Goa
ix) Give name of any two famous hill stations of Maharashtra
x)

Give name of famous Bird sanctuary in Rajasthan

xi) Give name of any two National parks of India
xii) Give name of any two famous pilgrimages of India
xiii) Give name of any two famous archaeological sites of India

Que 3: Write a short notes
i)

State the importance of geographical factors in the
development of tourism

ii)

State the importance of wildlife & forests in the development
of tourism

iii) Describe the relationship between water bodies & Tourism

Que 4: Give the answer in brief
i)

Explain the importance of cultural factors in tourism

ii)

Describe the relationship of any two physical factors with
tourism
***

Chapter-II
Role of Transportation and Accommodation
Que 1: A) Choose the appropriate alternative from those give below
and rewrite the correct sentence
i)

ii)

Railway started first in the ……….. country in the world
a) America

b) England

c) India

d) Japan

Railway started first in ………………… in the world
a) 1803

b) 1945

c) 1911

d) 1971

iii) First railway ran in India in ……………..
a) 1803

b) 1833

c) 1853

d) 1873

iv) First railway ran in India in 1853 between………………

v)

a) Thane-Pune

b) Thane-Mumbai

c) Mumbai-Pune

d) Thane-Kalyan

Central railway head office in India is at……………..
a) Churchgate Mumbai

b) Bhusawal

c) Jalgaon

d) Nagpur

vi) Thomas kook took his first tourist group by ………… way
a) Water

b) Railway

c) Air

d) Road

vii) First railway ran on electricity on 31 May 1879 in……......
a) London

b) Paris

c) Barlin

d) Mumbai

viii) …………………. transport has brought miraculous change in
tourism business
a) Air

b) Motor

c) Water

d) Railway

ix) World has geographically come closed due to ………....
service

x)

a) Air

b) Water

c) Motor

d) Railway

Domestic air service in India ……………. Provide
a) Indian Airline

b) Air India

c) Rajdoot

d) Jet Air

xi) …………….. provides Air service in India during the disaster
a) Vayudoot

b) Rajdoot

c) Meghdoot

d) Varundoot

xii) Tourism come in ………………… state to see the boat
competition
a) Kashmir

b) Kerala

c) Karnataka

d) Maharashtra

xiii) ………………. is international airport in India
a) Mumbai

b) Jalgaon

c) Dhule

d) Pune

xiv) The concept of motel is originated in………
a) England

b) France

c) America

d) Australia

xv) Youth hostel concept is started from…………….
a) Germany

b) France

c) England

d) America

xvi) ………………… is the cheapest mode in transport
a) Road

b) Railway

c) Water

d) Air

xvii) The concept of motel is originated in ---------a) England

b) France

c) America

d) Australia

xviii) Youth Hostel concept is started from -------a) Germany

b) France

c) England

d) America

B) Write true false, if false rewrite the correct sentence
i)

Water way is the cheapest mode of transport

ii)

Aeroplane was used for transportation in ancient period

iii) Road transport is cheaper than railway transport
iv) Jalgaon is an international airport in India
v)

Dam dam airport is in Mumbai

vi) Santacruze airport is in Kolkata
C) Write answer in one sentence
i)

Which state does arrange boat competition?

ii)

When did first railway run in India?

iii) Who discovered railway steam engine?
iv) How many are divisions of Indian railway?
v)

State any two divisions of Indian railway

vi) Which

is

the

double

relation

between

tourism

transportation?
vii) Which is the mode of road transport?
viii) Give name of two types of accommodation
ix) Which is the characteristic of motor road?
x)

Which are the various names of hotel in Ashok chain?

xi) What is the name of Koltata Airport?
xii) Where is the Sahara Airport?
Que 2: Write a short answer
i)

State the demerits of road transport

ii)

State importance of transport in tourism

iii) State importance of Vayudoot air service

and

iv) What is youth hostel?
v)

What is railway travel reservation?

vi) State importance of road transport in tourism
vii) State the relation between pilligrimage centre and darmotries
viii) State the relation between tourism and health
ix) Give an account on domestic air transport
x)

Give an state role of transport in tourism

xi) Account on railway divisions in India
xii) Account on railway coach tour in India
xiii) State the role of private accommodation in tourism
xiv) Motels
xv) Youth Hostels
xvi) Rail Yatri Bhavan
xvii) House Boats
xviii) Dharmashala
xix) Circuit Houses
Que 3: Give the answer in brief
i)

Explain the importance of accommodation in tourism industry

ii)

Explain the various types of Hotels
***
Chapter III
Impact of Tourism

Que 1: A) Choose the appropriate alternative from those give below
and rewrite the correct sentence
i)

Tourism is one of the Important ------------ in the world
a) Industry

b) Sport

c) Element

d) Components

ii)

Tourism is a ------------- Business
a) Export

b) Invisible

c) Visible

d) Import

iii) Tourism and -------- are in closed relation
a) Atmosphere

b) Lithosphere

c) Environment

d) Troposphere

iv) Tourism is one -----------Business

v)

a) Social

b) Economic

c) Geographical

d) Political

Tourism is as --------------- called
a) Neo colonialism

b) Naturalism

c) Determinism

d) Possibilism

vi) Tourism creates -----------a) Social Interrogation

b) Explosion

c) War

d) Peace

vii) Getting foreign currency is a ------------ kind of Impact of
Tourism
a) Social

b) Economical

c) Cultural

d) Historical

viii) -------- is exchanged due to Tourism
a) Money

b) Language

c) Goods

d) Transport

ix) Exchange of language in tourism is a ------ impact

x)

a) Economic

b) Cultural

c) Environmental

d) Political

----------- is one kind of tourism
a) Pilgrimage

b) Tracking

c) Swimming

d) Adventure

B) Write an answer in one sentence
i)

Tourism is one of the economic activities

ii)

Tourism industry is a tertiary economic activity

iii) In undeveloped country there is fast development due to
tourism
iv) We get a maximum foreign currency due to tourism
v)

Tourism creates war

vi) State any two Impact of Tourism
vii) What is production of Tourism?
viii) What is meant by Neocolonialism?
ix) State any two cultural Impact of Tourism
x)

Gambling is which type of Impact of Tourism

xi) Employment opportunity is which types of Impact of tourism
xii) Social integrity is which types of Impact of tourism
xiii) State any two places of pilgrimage
xiv) What is income of tourism?
xv) Which are the two types of exchange in tourism business?
xvi) Which small industries are developed due to the tourism?
xvii) Give one gambling center in world
xviii) State any two impacts of tourism
xix) What is production of Tourism?
xx) What is meant by Neocolonialism?
xxi) State any two economic impacts of tourism
xxii) State any two social impacts of tourism
xxiii) State any two cultural impacts of tourism
Que 2: Write a short answer
i)

Economic Impact of Tourism

ii)

Social Impact of Tourism

iii) Cultural Impact of Tourism
iv) Tourism and employment opportunities
v)

Tourism and foreign exchange

vi) Tourism and Religion and language
vii) Tourism and cultural change
viii) Tourism and Gambling
ix) Neo colonialism
x)

Explain the Growth of commercial activities because / by
Tourism

xi) Explain the Growth of land value by tourism
xii) Explain Economic multiplier concept
Que 3: Give the answer in brief
i)

Account the economical social Impact of tourism

ii) Explain social and cultural Impact of tourism
iii) Explain Tourism is an Economic Activity
iv) Explain “Tourism is Blessings for Economic Activity”
v) State Impact of Tourism and Explain one of them
Que 4: Write short notes
i)

Economic impact of tourism

ii)

Social impact of tourism

iii) Cultural impact of tourism
iv) Tourism and employment opportunities
v)

Tourism and foreign exchange

vi) Tourism and religion and language
vii) Tourism and cultural change
viii) Tourism and gambling
ix) Neo colonialism
***

Chapter IV
Tourism Planning and Tourism Marketing

Que 1: A) Choose the appropriate alternative from those give below
and rewrite the correct sentence
i)

ii)

Tourism planning depend---------- Factors
a) Five

b) Three

c) One

d) Six

National Tourism organization work related
a) Transport

b) Construction

c) Tourism

d) Railway

iii) How many functions of Marketing
a) Two

b) One

c) Three

d) Ten

iv) Package Tourism a part of ---------

v)

a) M.T.D.C.

b) N.T.O.

c) Tourism Marketing

d) None of These

Which is the apex Tourism Organization in India
a) I.T.D.C.

b) M.T.D.C.

c) I.N.T.D.C.

d) U.T.D.C.

vi) Tourism Marketing is one of ------a) Scientific occupation

b) Internal occupation

c) Attraction occupation

d) Individual occupation

vii) ……………….. is the apex tourism organization in India
a) I.T.D.C.

b) M.T.D.C.

c) I.N.T.D.C.

d) U.T.D.C.

viii) Tourism is a Consumer of ----------a) Product Marketing

b) Shop Marketing

c) Tourism Marketing

d) Railway

B) Write true or false, if false rewrite the correct sentence
i)

Tourism Planning is very important in Tourism development on
National Regional and Local level………….

ii)

Tourism Planning Depends on six factors……………..

iii)

Tourism Planning means evaluation of demand and supply

iv)

The aim of National Tourism Organization get a Maximum
foreign Currency

v)

National Tourism organization fix a Tourism Policy

vi)

Tourism Planning a complexive process

vii)

Tourism Marketing is man is Activity

viii) Tourism Centers is the base of Tourism Marketing
ix)

Package Tourism is not Planning Tourism

x)

Olympic games festivals is the Types of Business Tourism

xi)

Tourism Product is the related to Various Producer

xii)

Influences of Intermediates in Tourism Marketing

xiii) Accessibility is the main Characteristics of Advertisement

C) Write an answer in one sentence
i)

Define the National Tourism Organization

ii)

What is Tourism Planning?

iii) Which is the main function of national Tourism Organization?
iv) How many components of Tourism planning
v)

Define the Marketing

vi) What is the Product of Tourism Industries?
vii) Define package Tourism
viii) Define Brochures
ix) Define Folders
x)

Define Sales Letters

xi) Define Display Materials

Que 2: Write a short answer
i)

Explain brief programme Implementation in Tourism Planning

ii)

Define Tourism Planning and explain Evaluation of National
Tourism attraction

iii) Explain in brief the model of Tourism Planning
iv) How many components of Tourism Planning and Explain one
of them
v)

What is the Tourism Marketing concept?

vi) What is the Characteristics of Tourism Marketing concept?
vii) What is the Tourism Attraction?
viii) What is the Tourism Facilities?
ix) What is the Tourism Accessibility?
x)

Explain the Types of Tourism Marketing

xi) What is the Desk Research in Tourism?
xii) What is the Sample Survey in Tourism?

Que 3: Give the answer in brief
i)

Explain in brief any two components of Tourism Planning

ii)

Draw a diagram of modal of Tourism Planning and Explain it

iii) Explain in brief the Tourism Planning in developed Countries
iv) Explain in brief the Tourism Planning in developing Countries
v)

How many components of Tourism Planning and Explain any
two components

vi) Distinguish between Tourism Planning in developed and
developing Countries
vii) Explain in brief Marketing Concept
viii) Explain the Tourism Product
ix) Classification of Tourism Product & Explain in brief
x)

Explain the Three types of Market segments

xi) Explain the types of Tourism Marketing Research
xii) Explain the public relation in Tourism Industry
xiii) Explain the types of Tourism Publication
xiv) Describe in brief the Tourism Components
xv) Explain in detail the model of Tourism Planning
xvi) Explain in detail Tourism Planning in developed and
developing Countries
xvii) Give the Classification of Tourism
xviii) Explain in brief Tourism Marketing Concept
xix) Explain in brief system of Tourism Marketing
xx) Give in detail account of Characteristics of Tourism Marketing
xxi) Explain the function of Tourism Marketing
xxii) Explain the Types of Tourism Marketing

Que 4: Write short notes
i)

Programme Implementation

ii)

Evaluation of National Tourism Planning

iii) Infrastructural facilities
iv) Model of Tourism Planning
v)

Vocational Tourism

vi) Business Tourism
vii) Common Interest Tourism
viii) Desk Research
ix) Advertisement in Tourism
x)

Sale Support

xi) Public Relations
xii) Types of Tourism Publication
xiii) Tourism Publication’s
***

Chapter-V
Tourism Development in Maharashtra

Que 1: A) Choose the appropriate alternative from those give below
and rewrite the correct sentence
i)

Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation was founded
in…………
a) 1965

ii)

b) 1975

c) 1969

d) 1979

Tadoba National Park is situated in …………. District

iii) Pandharpur Religion center is situated the bank or
fiver……………
a) Godavari

b) Bhima

c) Krishna

d) Pravara

iv) Mahabaleshwar hill station is situated in …………. District

v)

a) Pune

b) Kolhapur

c) Satara

d) Sangli

Ajanta caves are situated in ………………. District
a) Aurangabad

b) Jalgaon

c) Buldhana

d) Jalana

vi) Elloro caves are situated in …………… sub-ranges
a) Satpura

b) Vindya

c) Sahyadri

d) None of these

vii) Ganpatipule is situate at the shower of………………..
a) Bay of Bengal sea

b) Arabian sea

c) Baltic sea

d) Dead sea

viii) Ellora caves called as a …………….. temple
a) Kailas

b) Ghrushneshwar temple

c) Mahadeo temple

d) None of these

ix) ……………. lake is famous for the boating in Mahabaleshwar

x)

The river Krishna originates from……………….
a) Mahabaleshwar

b) Trimbakeshwar

c) Toranmal

d) None of these

xi) The Bhima river rises at…………………
a) Mahabaleshwar

b) Bhima shankar

c) Trambakeshwar

d) Kalsubai

xii) Bhima is the tributaries of river……………………
a) Godavari

b) Mutha

c) Krishna

d) Pravara

B) Write true or false, if false rewrite the correct sentence
i)

Tadoba national park is famous for lion

ii)

Pandharpur is situated in Sangli district

iii) Ajanta caves are situated at the bank of river Waghur
iv) Mahabaleshwar is the highest peak in Sahyadri mountain
v)

Ganpatipule is one of the Ashtvinayak place of Ganpati

C) Write an answer in one sentence
i)

Height of Mahabaleshwar

ii)

Give the names of famous waterfalls in Mahabaleshwar

iii) Give name of two famous nation park in Maharashtra
iv) Give name of famous bird sanctuary in Maharashtra
v)

Which is highest peak of the Sahyadri in Maharashtra

Que 2: Write a short answer
i)

State the importance of Pandharpur

ii)

State the importance of Ajanta caves

iii) State the importance of Tadoba National Park
iv) State the importance of Ellora caves
v)

State the importance of Mahabaleshwar hill station

Que 3: Give the answer in brief
i)

Give an account of Tourism centers in Maharashtra

ii)

State the importance of wildlife and forest in the development
of tourism in Maharashtra

iii) State the importance of pilgrimage and religion centers in the
development of tourism in Maharashtra

Que 4: Write a short notes
i)

Pandharpur

ii)

Tadoba National Park

iii) Ganpatipule
iv) Mahabaleshwar
v)

Ajanta Caves

vi) Ellora Caves
***

Chapter-VI
Environmental Pollution

Que 1: A) Choose the appropriate alternative from those given below
and rewrite the correct sentence
i)

………………….. change in the environment is known as
environmental pollution

ii)

a) Favorable

b) Unfavorable

c) Positive

d) Negative

A product ‘Acid rain’ is a result of increased concentration
of………..
a) Co and Co2

b) So2 and So3

c) So2 and No2

d) None of these

iii) Depletion of protecting layer ozone will cause…………..
a) Increase in ice burgess

b) Increase in skin cancer

c) Global warming

d) None of these

iv) The

ultraviolet

rays

in

atmosphere

are

absorbed

by…………….

v)

a) Oxygen

b) Carbon

c) Ozone

d) Nitrogen

Dysentery causes due to……………….
a) Air pollution

b) Water pollution

c) Food Poisoning

d) Noise pollution

vi) Air pollution due to industrial and auto exhaust is adding
more………… in the air
a) Co2

b) O2

c) H2O

d) H2SO4

vii) Acidity of rain water is mainly depending upon compounds
of……………
a) Oxygen

b) Carbon

c) Sulfur

d) Hydrogen

viii) About ……………. % of global water has been locked in to
the ocean as salty water
a) 67

b) 57

c) 87

d) 97

ix) ………….. is the most polluted river in India

x)

a) Ganga

b) Yamuna

c) Tapi

d) Kosi

…………………………. river is the Life line of Eight
European countries
a) Rhein

b) Mississippi

c) Ganga

d) Thames

xi) Acid raid affects on………………………… contents of
plants
a) Chlorophyo

b) Leaves

c) Flowers

d) Fruits

xii) The intensity of sound is measured in………………
a) Degree

b) Volume’

c) Decibel

d) Frequency

xiii) Automobiles are largest source of ………………….
a) Noise pollution

b) Air pollution

c) Thermal pollution

d) Global pollution

xiv) When the pH of rainwater lowers than………………
a) 5.7

b) 7.5

c) 8.5

d) 8.7

B) Write true or false, if false rewrite the correct sentence
i)

So2 affected on hemoglobin in blood

ii)

Pollution is a regional problem

iii) Gaseous pollution and particulate these are types of Air
pollution
iv) Automobiles are the largest source of air pollution
v)

The intensity of sound measured in frequency

vi) The ozone gas is observed in Ionosphere
vii) Depletion of ozone layer was due to the So2
C) Write answer in one sentence
i)

What are pollutants?

ii)

What is pollution?

iii) Define air pollution
iv) Importance of ozone to biotic explain in brief

v)

What is meant by unfavorable changes?

vi) What is smog?
vii) What is acid rain?
viii) What is fresh water?
ix) Define ground water
x)

Define control of pollution

xi) What is sanitation?
xii) What is noise pollution?
xiii) What is water pollution?
xiv) What is the unit of measurement of sound?
xv) What is soil pollution?
D) Give correct geographical terms for the following statements
i)

Which is the material due to occur pollution is called
as…………

ii)

Unfavorable changes in the environment are known
as……………

iii) The occurrence of foreign particles, other gaseous pollutants
in the air which adversely effect human beings, vegetation and
animals along with building is called as…………..
iv) Decrease in the quality of soil either by anthropogenic or
natural source or by both is called as……………..
v)

The pollution caused due to the refuse material is called
as………..

vi) The study of soil is called as………………..
Que 2: Write short answer
i)

What is environmental degradation?

ii)

What is meant by the environmental pollution and give their
types

iii) List the five primary air pollution
iv) What are CFC, BOD and COD?
v)

What is oxidation?

vi) Give a list of effect of acid rain
vii) What is the source of acid rain?
viii) Describe the effect of excess mercury or nitrates in drinking
water on human health
ix) What is the source of noise pollution?
x)

Mention the causes of soil pollution

xi) What are the causes of increased Co2 concentration in
atmosphere?
xii) How can we control water pollution?

Que 3: Give the answer in brief
i)

Describe the source and effects of Air pollution

ii)

What are the effects of noise pollution on human health?

iii) What are the harmful effects of air pollution on biomass?
iv) Which is the common air pollution? How can you control it?
v)

Define water pollution and give the source of water pollution

vi) What are the types of wastes associated with agricultural?
vii) Explain disposal of dry refuses and animal drug
viii) Noise a ‘Salient killer’ explain with suitable examples
ix) How the water pollution related to agricultural activities?
x)

Suggest measures to control water pollution

Que 4: Write short notes
i)

Air pollution

ii)

Water pollution

iii) Noise pollution

iv) Solid waste pollution
v)

Methods of disposal

vi) Effect of solid waste pollution
vii) Causes of solid waste pollution
viii) Role of individuals in presentation of pollution
ix) Control of noise pollution
x)

Marine pollution
***
Chapter-VII
Environmental Disaster

Que 1: A) Choose the appropriate alternative from those given below
and rewrite the correct sentence
i)

ii)

Natural hazards are mainly caused by…………….. forces
a) A man made

b) Environmental

c) Cultural

d) Industrial

Minimum distance on the earth surface from the focus of the
earthquake is………………..
a) Center

b) Corner

c) Volcano

d) Epicenter

iii) Cyclones are centers of…………….. pressure
a) High

b) Low

c) Medium

d) Moderate

iv) Tsunamis are the sea waves of great height that are created
due to……………….
a) Earthquake

b) Volcanoes

c) Floods

d) Sun and moon

v)

Cyclones is formed due to the heat and…………………
a) Moisture

b) Water

c) Wind

d) None of these

vi) The intensity of earthquake is measured in …………………
scale
a) Richter

b) Degree

c) Decibel

d) Frequency

vii) Drought implies the time span of water………………
a) Availability

b) Flood

c) Supply

d) Deficiency

viii) River overflows due to excess supply of water is termed
as………
a) Flood

b) Load

c) Cloud

d) Cyclone

B) Write true or false, if false rewrite the correct sentence
i)

Tsunami are the sea waves of great height that are created due
to floods

ii)

Hurricanes is the types of cyclone

iii) Tectonic movement is one of the cause of cyclone

C) Write answer in one sentence
i)

What is disaster?

ii)

What is earthquake?

iii) What is flood?
iv) Define Tsunami
v)

Define drought

vi) Define epicenter
vii) Define focus of earthquake

D) Give the correct geographical terms for the following statements
i)

The point on a fault where first movement occurs during an
earthquake, it is known as……………….

ii)

River overflows due to excess supply of water is known
as……….

Que 2: Write short answer
i)

What is mean by environmental hazards and give their types?

ii)

Explain the term ‘Tsunami’

iii) Explain the earthquake
iv) What is the hydrological drought?
v)

What is mean by the terrestrial hazards?

vi) What is mean by terrestrial hazards?
vii) What are biological hazards?
viii) Explain atmospheric hazards and disaster
ix) What are the hydrological hazards?

Que 3: Give the answer in brief
i)

Explain the causes of flood

ii)

Explain the effects of flood

iii) What are the terrestrial hazards? Give their types
iv) Explain with suitable diagram the cyclones and their types
v)

Distinguish between flood and droughts

vi) Explain a role of disaster management meant

Que 4: Explain / Describe in brief
i)

What is Disaster? Classify it

ii)

Explain a role of disaster management

iii) Describe the steps and involve in disaster management

iv) Explain the disaster management steps involved in flood
disaster
v)

Explain the disaster management steps involved in earthquake
disaster

Que 5: Write a short notes
i)

Effects of earthquake

ii)

Causes of earthquake

iii) Effects of cyclones
iv) Causes of floods
v)

Effects of floods

vi) Causes of drought
vii) Biological hazards
***
Chapter-VIII
Environmental Issues
Que 1: A) Choose the appropriate alternative from those given below
and rewrite the correct sentence
i)

ii)

The green house effect is caused mainly by…………….
a) Co2

b) O2

c) C

d) H2O

The natural trapping heat in the troposphere is called the
…………. Effect
a) Cooling

b) Chilling

c) Warming effect

d) Green house

iii) According to present information the overall average
temperature is rising by……………….
a) 50 c

b) 0.050 c

c) 0.50 c

d) 0.2500 c

iv) Most incoming infuriated radiation is completely absorbed
by……………… layer

v)

a) Ozone

b) Cloud

c) Troposphere

d) Stratosphere

A product ‘Acid rain’ is result of increased concentration
of……………..
a) Co and Co2

b) So2 and So3

c) So2 and No2

d) No and No2

vi) Depletion of protecting layer ozone will cause……………..
a) Increase in ice burgess

b) Increase in skin cancer

c) Global warming

d) None of these

vii) Acid rain affects on…………………… contents of plants
a) Chlorophyll
c) Flowers

b) Leaves
d) Fruits

B) Writer true or false, if false rewrite the correct sentence
i)

Depletion of ozone layer was occur due to the CFC

ii)

UV light + O2 = O3

iii) Ice line was deplaned due to global warming
iv) Global warming is the local problem

C) Write answer in one sentence
i)

What is acid rain?

ii)

Importance of ozone to biotic

iii) What is the source of acid rain?
iv) Give a list of effects of acid rain on biotic
v)

What is Global warming?

vi) What is mean by CFC?

Que 2: Write a short answer
i)

What is mean of depletion of ozone?

ii)

How the uses of fossil fuels are responsible for green house
effect?

Que 3: Give the answer in brief
i)

Explain in detail the effects of ozone depletion

ii)

Define global warming and explain how to affects the sea
level changes

Que 4: Write a short answer
i)

Global warming

ii)

Depletion ozone layer

iii) Acid rain
iv) Ganga pollution

